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DIARY OF THE CHAPTER
32nd General Chapter of the Augustinians of the Assumption

Rome, May 2 to 23, 2011

A gathering with great expectations
Plenary session Monday evening, opening session tomorrow morning : in Rome, the 44 Religious 

and 12 lay persons of the 32nd General Chapter are ready for the work ahead.

Editorial
Encounter of the third kind
By Michel Kubler

This is the week of great world events.  After 
the wedding of Prince William and the beau-
tiful Kate on Friday at Westminster Abbey 
and the beatification of Pope John Paul II on 
Sunday at St. Peter s, comes the opening ses-
sion of the General Chapter of the Assump-
tionists on Monday in the immense Casa of 
the Christian Brothers.  When I brought this 
eloquent trilogy to the attention of one of 
the brothers, he immediately remarked that 
these three events were happening in order 
of progressive importance.   Who would dare 
refute it?

All joshing aside, it must be said that the 
General Chapter is truly the most important 
event in the life of a religious family.  This 
is true for every institute of consecrated life 
whenever these gatherings occur.  This is 
especially true -  it seems to me, but here I 
speak for myself alone – for the Assumption 
as the 32nd Chapter in her history is about 
to open.  We will see during these next three 
weeks and according to the dossiers that will 
be taken up, that the tasks correspond pretty 
well to what a Congregation must do in order 
to be faithful to its origins as well as to her 
time – in other words, faithful to her charism.

Her origins. We know how much our major 
superiors wanted to place this Chapter under 
the patronage of our Founder, whose bicente-
nary of birth closes officially with this event.  
That is why the theme of this assembly 
proclaims Faithful to Emmanuel d’Alzon…
for the coming of the Kingdom…May I be 
permitted one more wink of humor in closing.  
Yesterday morning, as I watched the portrait 
of the newly beatified Pope being unveiled on 
the façade of St. Peter’s, one of those viewing 
with me could not resist expressing a secret 
hope.   Ah, if this were d.Alzon…

What is on the Program
A General Chapter is sovereign.  In 
other words the Chapter organizes its 
work as it wishes, under the guidance 
of the president who is the Superior 
General and the coordinating commis-
sion elected by the Chapter.
At the same time, there are some 
obligatory elements that the Chap-
ter may not neglect because they 
are required by Canon Law.  This is 
especially the case for the preliminary 
sessions of the Chapter.  They are 
almost like rituals.  Here are the main 
indispensable elements for the launch-
ing of such an assembly.

• Monday evening the Superior Gen-
eral presides the Plenary Session.  He 
invites each participant to introduce 
himself, gives the practical remarks as 
needed and then designates a provi-
sionary secretary who immediately 
calls the role of the members of the 
Chapter.  The Chapter then elects three 
Judices causarum who will verify the 

elections of the delegates, their alter-
nates as needed, and the justification 
of absentees.
• Tomorrow morning the Opening 
Session begins in the chapel with 
a solemn prayer service.  Then the 
judices causarum proclaim the official 
list of the members of the Chapter 
at which time the President declares 
the Chapter officially constituted and 
opened.  The President then presents 
the lay participants and invited con-
sultants, as well as the non member 
collaborators such as the secretaries, 
translators, interpreters, etc.

The Superior General then makes 
some introductory remarks remind-
ing the members of the mission of 
the Chapter, the particularities and 
the spirit in which the Chapter should 
enfold.

Then the Chapter proceeds with the 
election of the officers.



What They Expect from the Chapter

All the members of the Chapter are here to accomplish  the same task but not all arrive with the same 
concerns or the same expectations.  Neophytes or veterans,  from the South or from the North,  religious 

or lay, we  each  carry our  own sensitivity with which to meet  the other members of the Chapter. 
The following statements bear witness to this.

A wake-up call

It is my �irst time to attend a General Chapter. 
I regard it as a great honour to have been 

elected to represent the Province of Africa at the Chapter. 
Being my �irst time to attend a General Chapter I am 
not sure exactly what to expect. However, I believe that 
the General Chapter is an important occasion for the 
congregation to re�lect upon its life. We need to look 
back and see where we have come from, where we are 
presently and more importantly where we want to go as 
a congregation. 

It is an open secret that for the past several years, in most 
of the provinces, the number of religious has been going 
down. I would expect the chapter to look at this reality as 
a wake-up call. We have to ask ourselves what needs to 
be done in order to address ourselves effectively to this 
challenge. Perhaps we need to look again into the issue 
of vocations. It is true that in some parts of Europe and 
America you can hardly get vocations to religious life and 
to priesthood. However, this does not mean that we do 
not give it a trial. We have to keep on trying. Due to the 
fact that in some provinces there are more vocations than 
in the others, this has created some kind of imbalance. 
I would therefore expect the Chapter to look at this 
critically. Perhaps it calls for some restructuring of the 
provinces. 

It is true we need to re�lect about being men of faith, 
of communion and being in solidarity with the poor. 
However, the more important question for me at the 
moment is the question of self reliance especially for a 
province like Africa which is growing in numbers but not 
in resources. Unless we re�lect seriously on self reliance, 
then our future is doomed. I therefore expect the chapter 
to re�lect on the issue of self reliance and to treat it with 
the seriousness that it deserves.

During the Chapter we will elect a new Superior General. 
I expect the new Superior General to build on the positive 
things that we have from the present Superior General 
and the former Generals. I expect him and his Council to 
be men of vision so as to steer the congregation to greater 
heights of development. I would expect the new General 
and his Council to think of how all our provinces can 
become self reliant. This does not mean that we neglect 
the spiritual dimension of our vocation. Nevertheless, we 
have to be more practical than theoretical if we want to 
be men of our time. 

Simon Njuguna (Africa – Kenya)

Apostolic passion, enthusiasm 
and creativity

 I would say that the �ist and most important thing I hope 
for in this Chapter is that it may properly accomplish what 
constitutes the mission of every Chapter: to revitalize 
our religious life and instill a new dynamism into the 
apostolic and missionary dimension of the Congregation. 
These goals  are already stated in the theme of the 
Chapter: “Faithful to Emnmanuel d’Alzon… for the coming 
of the Kingdom”, which means a call to live faithfully the 
ideals of sanctity and of religious life inherited from our 
Founder, and an invitation to bring about with apostolic 
passion, with enthusiasm and creativity, with prophetic 
audacity the mission for which the Assumption must 
respond in the world and in today’s Church. I expect that 
we will be able to make some vital and realistic proposals 
to put into practice the fundamental orientations: to be 
men of faith, men of communion, in solidarity with the 
poor, and announcing Jesus Christ.

I expect we will make a good discernment in the matter 
of our “community organization” which the congregation 
needs in its present state. And that such discernment will 
lead us to making decisions, and may it be with a good 
measure of unanimity, that will entail changes not only 
in the external structures but also, and above all, in the 
minds and hearts of the Assumptionists.

Another theme of the Chapter which prompts great 
hopes in me is the “Lay-Religious Alliance”. I think 
the Spirit has led us fast and far in the past six years. I 
believe this Chapter should give new momentum to this 
Alliance, especially in the area of the mission shared by 
both lay and religious. The Chapter will have to respond 
to the expectations which the lay people themselves have 
repeatedly voiced these years.

Finally I hope that Fr. d’Alzon will be very present to this 
Chapter; that we will listen to his voice sending us on to 
mission. May the example of his passion for the Kingdom 
and of his personal sanctity be for the whole congregation, 
lay and religious, a challenge that will encourage us to 
imitate him better, to know and love him more, to give 
ourselves generously to the great causes of God and of 
man in today’s world.

Julio Navarro Román, a.a.
Vicar General  (Chile)
 



Live the 32nd Chapter as if You Were There

• Visit the Congregation web site with daily updates posted by our webmaster, Fr. Jean Guillaume Kavasa Kaso-
ko   www.assumptio.org.

• Subscribe to the Journal du Chapitre, edited daily  by Loredana Gianetti and free on line at the Congregation 
web site  www.assumptio.org.

• React to the work of the Chapter members by contributing to Letters from our Readers on line.  Send your mes-
sages…brief, please.. to the editor in chief...michel.kubler@gamil.com

I feel part of the “family”

As a lay Assumptionist for the last six years and a member of the tandem for the last three, my �irst desire 
was to progress in the spiritual life, receive some formation and answer a call, all of this while living 
locally.  This period became for me a program of attraction  thanks to the spirituality of two Assumptionst 
religious with a founder’s charism.

In 2009, I visited the Brothers in the USA and then I was lucky enough to be part of the Nimes gathering.  These were 
marvelous moments of sharing and brotherhood.  I returned home with a treasure of  diverse experiences, a greater 
sense of  solidarity and connections with other lay people from far.  Yet my interests remained local.  Over the last six 
years, by participating in regional and provincial chapters, I became involved in a dialogue and a re�lection that lead me 
to a second level of awareness,   that is from the charism of the founder to the charism of the congregation.  My vision 
was expanded with a series of new concerns.  My sense of belonging has grown.

And now I �ind myself at a General Chapter.  I will share my local experience and those of the groups of my religious 
province.   But how am I responsible and where do I belong. How will I be identi�ied as a lay Assumptionist in this 
General Chapter.  I arrived yesterday and was welcomed as a brother.  I feel part of the family.  I will bring my little bit 
to the Chapter.  I have the impression that I will receive more than I will give.  Will I return convinced that the Alliance 
is becoming an integral part of the Congregation.  And what must I do for that to happen.

Claude Lamontagne
Lay Assumptionist
Canada/Quebec

Casa La Salle, Maison généralice des Frères des Ecoles Chrétiennes, oú se tient le 32ème Chapitre général des Assomptionnistes


